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OVERVIEW
INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY DESIGNED TO
MEET THE NEEDS OF CUSTOMERS. ROLLSTAR
HAS MANY ADDITIONAL FEATURES AND
ENHANCEMENTS THAT MAKE IT BETTER
THAN ANY OTHER MODELS.
Regularly using ROLLSTAR, especially as deep tissue massage
roller, offers many of the same benefts as a sports massage,
including reduced infammation, scar tissue and joint stress, as
well as improved circulation and improved fexibility. Workout on
ROLLSTAR could destroy combination of fat cell in fat tissue and
help to release single fat cells which easy to transfer to energy.
Also it helps to increase lymphatic and blood circulation which
brings blood with oxygen in fat tissue.Regularly rolling pre and
post workout helps prepare your muscles for the workout ahead
and also help with post muscle recovery.
The ROLLSTAR design is work of the best professionals from
space projects. Rounded elements in combination with
movable walls look perfect.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
ACCELERATED FAT BURNING IS ACHIEVED WITH INTENSE ROTARY
VIBRATIONS WITH ADDED BENEFITS OF INFRARED FEATURES
Lets body get rid of large accumulated toxins deposited
in the deeper layers of the skin. Body warming in
addition affects muscle relaxation thanks to which
treatment is more affective. Infrared, thanks to its
characteristics, is one of the most popular therapies.
Regularly using ROLLSTAR, especially as deep tissue
massage roller, offers many of the same benefts as a
sports massage, including reduced infammation, scar
tissue and joint stress, as well as improved circulation
and improved fexibility. The ROLLSTAR destroys
fatcells in fat tissue and helps to release single fat cells
which easily transfer to energy. The ROLLSTAR also
helps to increase lymphatic and blood circulation
bringing blood with oxygen to the fat tissues.
Regularly rolling pre and post workoutthelps prepare
your muscles forthe workout ahead and also helps
with postmuscle recovery.
It is therapy which uses selected colours to have
impact on the organism. Variable light colours have
signifcant effect on hormonal responses in the body.
Thanks to this therapy we can increase resistance
and restore balance of the body.

Aging skin is fabby, dry and wrinkles start to appear on it.
It is effect in basic skin builder: collagen. With age
number of quantity of collagen fbers is getting smaller
and they are getting thickened To prevent this in
ROLLSTAR we used radiation of specifcally selected
wavelengths, synergistic radiation affects skinrepair
process, further supported by massage.
Modern environment is full of positive ions,
produced by electronic equipment. Living in such
environments affect drowsiness, malaise and
fatigue. Air ionisation supplies air with health ions,
making you feel better and getting to our body
portion of energy itneeds.

ONCE YOU START ROLLING WITH
ROLLSTAR WE GUARANTEE YOU
WILL WONDER HOW YOU EVER
PERFORMED YOUR WORKOUTS
WITHOUT IT.

WHY CHOOSE ROLLSTAR?
INNOVATIVE MASSAGING
TECHNOLOGY
STATE-OF-THE-ART
DESIGN
GUARANTEED
RESULTS
LONG DURABILITY
LCD TOUCH SCREEN
INTELLIGENT AND
DYNAMIC BUILT
IN FEATURES
RETURN OF INTEREST
IN 6 MONTHS OR LESS

The ROLLSTAR is used in
weight loss centres, health
and wellness business',
and gyms worldwide.
With its unique features, the
ROLLSRAT assists in ﬁghting
against the appearance of
stubborn cellulite faster than
other massaging
equipment.
Clients achieve noticeable
results so they keep
coming back for more
treatments.
Long durability, lasting you
many years with every day
all day use and a minimum
failure rate.
Its state-of-the-art design
with its intelligent and
dynamic built in features
makes it unlike any other
traditional device on the
market.

ROLLSTAR BENEFITS
EQUIPPED WITH INFRARED HEATING, CHROMOTHERAPY,COLLAGEN
LAMPS & AIR IONISATION TECHNOLOGY
Reduces the appearance of cellulite

Accelerates muscle recovery

Reduce stretch mark appearances

Enhances body shape

Removal of toxins from the body

Improvement of circulation and
lymphatic system

Breaks down fat cells
Activates the metabolism
Improves muscle performance
Weight loss
Reduce inﬂamation
Increased blood circulation resulting
in improved elasticity and ﬁrmer skin
Reduce pain

FEATURES

SUITABLE FOR

Aqua centers

Easy to use

Health and wellness business

Home

Fitness facilities

Rehabilitation Centers

Gyms

Medical Chiropractic Ofﬁces

Modern, Innovative Design
Latest generation LED display with
touch screen
Specially designed graphic nterface,
intuitive and super easy to use

Spas

Information display: Time, Program,
Training time
Choose from custom training
programs
Infrared heating
Chromotherapy
Modify parameters during training
according to your needs

ROLLSTAR IS THE NEXT GENERATION FITNESS DEVICE FOR FULL BODY
LYMPHATIC DRAINAGE MASSAGE FEAUTURING IFRARED HEATING
THERAPY AND TOUCH SCREEN DISPLAY

FAQ
Who beneﬁts from using the ROLLSTAR?
The ROLLSTAR is beneﬁcial for people of all sizes and ﬁtness levels.
This evice can be programmed for the needs of both beginners or
advanced users and is both user friendly and effective at delivering
an unparalleled full body massage experience.
The ROLLSTAR has gained popularity among elite athletes for its
ability to speed up recovery after muscle injuries. Other beneﬁts
include; breaking up scar tissue, chromotherapy to restore
hormonalbalance in the body, collagen production, airionization
therapy to provide the body withincreased energy, removal of toxins
from the body,cellulite reduction, body contouring and many more.
The ROLLSTAR is a must have addition for any ﬁtnessfacilities, gyms,
medical ofﬁces, chiropractor clinics,spas, aqua centers or home use.

How does the ROLLSTAR work?
Accelerated fat burning is achieved with intense rotary vibrations with
added beneﬁts of infrared features and chromotherapy. Infrared therapy
lets the body get rid of large accumulated toxins deposited in the deeper
layers of the skin. Body warming in addition affects muscle relaxation
thanks to which treatment is more affective. Infrared, thanks to its
characteristics, is one ofthe most popular therapies. Chromotherapy is
therapy which uses selected colours to have impact on the organism.
Variable light colours have signiﬁcant effect on hormonal responses in
the body. Thanks to this therapy we can increase resistance and restore
balance of the body.
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